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CASE STUDY

CASTLE GRAND CAR PARK EXHAUST  
SMART CONTROLS IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Key Outcomes 
Energy Conservation supported the installation of carbon monoxide (CO) monitors, Variable Speed 

Drives (VSDs) and a new Building Management System (BMS), providing verification of energy savings, 

reduced project costs, and motivation for future projects.

90% reduction in system energy consumption 

20% offset of total project costs

Overview 
The Hills Shire Council owns and maintains the Castle Grand car park which services a multipurpose 

commercial & residential complex in Castle Hill. The complex includes a library, residential apartments 

and multiple facilities for use by the community. The car park is ventilated by a 22 kW CMG centrifugal 

exhaust air fan and a 1.5 kW Fantech axial supply air fan.

The Challenge

• Rising costs associated with increasing electricity prices

• Desire by Council to reduce energy costs while maintaining safe and compliant air quality standards

• Wear and tear on fans and motors from running continuously at full speed

• Need to verify savings to drive well-informed decision making on future projects

Before the upgrade the fans operated on a timer with no frequency/speed modulation control 

capabilities. This system consumed approximately 86 MWh per year and wasted considerable energy 

over-ventilating the car park. However, CO from car exhaust is a dangerous toxin. Without any CO 

monitoring in place, it was not possible to reduce the ventilation to meet the needs of the facility while 

still ensuring the safety and health of car park users. 

$8,000 in Energy Savings Certificates

77 MWh electricity savings per year

Reduced wear & tear on fans, plus reliable monitoring of car park air quality



Energy Conservation was able to measure energy consumption before and after the upgrade by 

utilising the built-in metering capabilities of the VSDs and the reporting capabilities of the BMS. 

Our experience and expertise in Measurement and Verification allowed the savings to be measured to 

an internationally recognised standard without any additional metering costs. Clear communication 

and coordination between the client, installer and Energy Conservation was key to making this project 

a success. 

Testimonial 

“Energy Conservation accurately measured the project impact to achieve a result which exceeded our 

expectation and reduced our simple payback by 20%. The project will reduce our energy consumption & 

maintenance costs while maintaining air quality standards, and was delivered on time & within budget. 
All data analysis was completed by Energy Conservation, allowing Council to focus on other projects.” 

Zac Aliberti 
Water & Energy Projects Officer, The Hills Shire Council 
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The Solution 

THE INSTALLATION OF INNOVATIVE MONITORS AND CONTROLS RESULTED IN A 90% REDUCTION IN 
ENERGY WHICH ENERGY CONSERVATION WAS ABLE TO VERIFY WITHOUT ANY METERING COSTS.

The project achieved a savings of 77 MWh per year with the new system consuming only 10% of the pre-

upgrade energy. The CO monitors have shown conclusively that the air quality in the car park is safe and 

healthy under the new regime. The new monitors and controls provide the Hills Shire Council with 

additional tools to monitor performance and evaluate the need for maintenance or improvements. The 

ventilation equipment will also suffer less wear and tear, prolonging the life of existing equipment and 

reducing maintenance costs. 

THE SUPPORT PROVIDED BY ENERGY CONSERVATION REDUCED PROJECT COSTS, ELIMINATED 
METERING COSTS, AND PROVIDED THIRD PARTY VERIFICATION OF PROJECT SAVINGS.

The ESCs and associated funding not only helped offset the project costs, but served as an additional 

confirmation of the project’s success which may motivate new energy efficiency projects in the future. 




